


“There he is!” These are the words of my 
guide Dave Brown minutes before the end of 
my first and until then unsuccessful moose 
hunt in the Canadian Northwest Territories! 
His hand motions towards a nearby hill. 
The moose, which I had so hoped to take to 
celebrate my 25th year as a hunter, and for 
which I had worked unbelievably hard these 
past 9 days, is on a facing hillside at roughly 
230 m in a thicket of willow and alder. 

The trip had started with a one day delay due 
to non-flyable weather and with the lucky 
kill of a wolf on my first hunting day. This 
was followed by eight long, exhausting days 
of stalking in any possible kind of weather 
and wilderness terrain: sunshine, rain, cold 
wind, frost, snow, steep ascents, ice-cold 
rivers and thick, sometimes impenetrable 
alder and willow brush! One has to be 
prepared for this and much more out there 
but the experience justifies the hardships! 

At the end of all these hunting days, at 5 pm 
on the very last day, the gear all packed up, 
the gun unloaded, listening for the imminent 

arrival of the helicopter, guide Dave tries 
another moose call. Several minutes later we 
hear -softly but distinctly- the typical sound 
of a rutting bull moose! Even though we 
don’t really believe our ears Dave asks me 
to reload my gun! I follow his instructions 
without much hope and am just ready, when 
the aforementioned “There he is!” call 
comes! Without thinking too much or too 
long I drop down and shoot. 
After three shots that are all right on the 
mark, the mighty bull goes onto his knees! 
Dave and I can hardly believe what has just 
happened! We forge uphill through heavy 
brush, and there he is: a huge body with 
dark brown hair and large, light coloured 
antlers! At this moment our elation erupts! 
After all that exhausting work, quite truly at 
the very last minute of the hunt, comes the 
fulfilment of a dream! We have barely taken 
a few photos and opened up the moose, 
when we hear the helicopter. Because of the 
approaching darkness, time is running out 
and we simply cut the moose in half, so that 
it can be flown to a safe spot for tomorrow’s 
retrieval! One last look at the trophy – I 
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won’t see it again until it arrives in Germany 
several months later- and we fly off to base 
camp, and back to civilization the next day! 
An unforgettable experience ends! 

Exactly a year later I am back! It is June 
when outfitter Werner calls me up to ask if 
I would like to fill in for a hunt cancellation 
for mountain goat, Dall sheep, Alaska-
Yukon moose and mountain caribou. I 
commit without hesitation - and here I am 
again. I have pitched my tent alongside a 
creek together with guide Dave Brown. 
All around us are the mountain ridges of 
the Mackenzies, which reach up to 9000 
feet. Just like on my last hunt it will take a 
few days to adjust to the loneliness and the 
wilderness of the bush. 

Right away on day one, early morning, we 
climb the nearest mountain. From here we 
want to glass the surrounding valleys and 
slopes. Despite the severe cold we start 
sweating shortly into the ascent. Muscles are 
burning and breathing is accelerated. Finally 

we reach the top and the entire, beautiful 
world of mountains lies in front of us in all its 
majesty. A short while later we discover sheep 
as well as goats! But all tries at getting into 
shooting range fail. 

The following morning we are surrounded by 
thick fog! We therefore decide to check up on 
a nearby low lying saddle, in which we had 
spotted goats the day before. And yes, through 
the spotting scope we see four nannies and 
three kids bedded down. One of the nannies is 
old so we decide to approach the group. This 
is easier said than done. The terrain is not too 
steep but the last 400 m offer no cover other 
than knee high grass. After a lot of sweat, 
scratched up hands and knees and holes in our 
pants we get as close as 70 m. Finding the old 
nanny is relatively easy as the kids stay close 
to their mothers and one goat is separated 
from the group. But exactly this animal cannot 
be shot at from our position! 

A short discussion with Dave ensues. We 
will both get up, and hope that this will get 
the goats onto their feet as well so that I can 
shoot standing freehand. Off we go. The goats 
get up, the shot hits its target! The animals 
jump into the next rock wall but my goat stays 
behind – a good thing as not one meter further 
the terrain falls off steeply, hundreds of meters 
deep. 

In front of us lies a large, old mountain goat 
with beautiful white hair. We are happy to 
have taken the hardest game right at the 
beginning of the hunt and this relatively 
easy and unharmed. The saying: “The goat 
begins where the sheep ends!” will be proven 
repeatedly over the next few days. I am not 
sure I would have wanted to climb up to the 
other goats we spotted throughout the hunt. 

Getting my goat to camp turns out to be a 
lot of work! Dave takes all the meat in his 
backpack and I carry cape, trophy and gear. 
We hike the five kilometers back to camp 
and arrive shortly before dark - dead tired but 
happy and content. 

We start more slowly the following day. 
While Dave is taking care of some aspects 
of camp life I am relaxing and exploring the 
closer surroundings. Not only am I impressed, 
over and over again, by the overwhelming 
mountain views but also by the plants and 
their fall colours. 

In the early afternoon we leave camp. A 
sweat inducing ascent later we are glassing 
the mountain slopes intensively and spot 
two promising rams at some distance higher 
up! The approach is not easy. After a quick 
descent and a few kilometers alongside a small 
creek we have to climb up again. This time 
the slope is brutal, full of hindering brush and 
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steeper with every step. It takes one hour to 
climb 200 m! Arriving at another complicated 
spot we notice two more rams to the right of 
us at about 800 m. A short look through the 
glass is enough for Dave: “That is the one to 
go for!” One of the two is quite obviously big! 

We immediately begin to walk towards the 
rams, sideways to the slope. In the meantime 
light rain is making the ground so slippery that 
I worry about continuing. We don’t want to 
take unnecessary risks and decide to return to 
camp to try again early next morning. 

 
Dave is so excited about the ram that he goes 
out again to check where the rams bed down 
for the night. It is pitch dark when he returns 
but his expedition was successful! 

By 6 am we are already climbing uphill. 
Our plan is to go up as far as possible and 
approach the rams from above. As sheep 
usually keep a lookout for danger from below, 
this is the usual way of approaching them. I 
will spare everyone the repeated description of 
the exhausting ascent of the following hours. 
At 12 noon! we are within 400 meters of 
the rams. Again there is nothing but an open 
saddle in front of us and no cover whatsoever. 
This leaves no other option but to try a shot 
from this distance! A quick review of the 
ballistics and I hold above the ram’s back. 

The shot breaks and I think I overshot. Dave 
though, looking through his binoculars, 
thinks the shot was too low. The rams are 
grazing peacefully so I try again, holding the 
barrel higher. The same happens! I am of the 
opinion to have overshot and Dave claims 
the opposite! Another try. Same result! By 
now the rams had had enough of this shooting 
game and are pulling away from us slowly. 
We decide to leave all our gear behind for the 
pursuit. We quickly run downhill through a 
saddle and then have to climb uphill again. 
The hill gets steeper and steeper and while 
I am on all fours, Dave runs ahead like a 
mountain goat! Finally it gets so steep that I 
balk. Dave is no longer visible, so I sit down 
on a rock and decide to quit the chase. No ram 
in the world is worth breaking my neck for. 

A few minutes later Dave returns and the 
following conversation ensues: “Otmar, 
I found them! They are back to feeding!” 
“Dave, that is too steep for me. I can’t get up 
there!”. “Don’t be such a girl! You’ve got to 
bite the bullet!” The girl comparison shows 
results and I slowly start to crawl uphill on 
all fours. Thankfully we soon reach a rocky 
plateau that allows us to stay parallel to the 
slope. I’d better not look down though! The 
next rock outcrop is only 30 m farther along 
but this is plenty far for me. Meter by meter 
we follow the narrow path. To the left of us 
the slope falls away steeply, to the right it 

climbs just as steeply over several rocky steps 
uphill. 

There! About 70 m above a ram head pokes 
out from behind a rock. It is the big one! But 
now what? The ram is bedded down. All we 
see is his head and therefore a shot is out of 
the question. Dave wants to look for a better 
vantage point higher up. He is a meter above 
me, when the ram gets up! Like a statue out 
of the Greek mythology the big, white ram 
stands above a rock outcrop - behind him only 
the blue of the sky – a picture I won’t forget 
for the rest of my life. Now I could shoot, but 
I don’t have my gun loaded because Dave 
is climbing around in front of me! Asking 
Dave to get out of the way and loading my 
gun happens at about the same instant. At that 
moment the ram starts to move! 

Luckily, he only turns on the spot. Finally I 
am ready and Dave is far enough out of the 
way. At such a short distance, even with the 
steep angle, the shot finds its mark. The ram 
goes down immediately and leaves our line 
of vision - but only for a few moments! He 
resurfaces behind the rocks, the entry hole of 
the bullet clearly visible on his body. He is 
unsteady, falls off the rock and slides downhill 
onto a ledge. A dream has been fulfilled. 

The next day we are told via satellite phone 
that we will be moved to a moose hunting 
location today. We hear the helicopter 
approach as soon as camp is down! Viewing 
this breathtaking landscape from above is, 
like always, an experience. Endless mountains 
scored through with the odd river valley and 
the colours of fall make for an unforgettable 
picture. 

After a short flight we set down again. Our 
new camp location is situated in a wide saddle 
with three open, slowly climbing hillsides. On 
the fourth side we look down onto a river. On 
the near side the vegetation consists of a 300 
m wide strip of sparse spruce forest; on the 
far side willow and alder crawl over hills. The 
region is called Thundercloud River and the 
word an apt description for its weather. 

After establishing camp we walk onto a 
small hill for a good view and a short while 
later we spot a bull moose on the other side 
of the river! It is difficult to keep him in the 
binoculars. Even animals this large keep 
vanishing into the underbrush like ghosts. 
The following morning we are back on our 
hill and the bull moose is back as well! We 
are considering approaching him but still balk 
at crossing the river so decide to get familiar 
with the area first. We walk a lot but encounter 
only tracks. 

On the following morning the same procedure 
ensues: We climb the little hill and the moose 
is back! Today we are more determined and 

follow the hillside down to the river bank. We 
try to call the bull. No luck. No matter how 
love struck Dave might call, nothing stirs on 
the other side of the river. 

Seems we have to brave the river after all. 
This one is about 200 m wide and doesn’t 
seem to be too deep. We undress to our 
underpants, don our river shoes and grab solid 
sticks for a hold on the slippery rocks. The 
water is knee deep and ice cold. Once on the 
other side we begin the search for the needle 
in the haystack. The landscape is scored 
through with ditches and the vegetation is a 
lot thicker than we thought. On top of that 
the Thundercloud lives up to its name and 
peppers us with everything the weather could 
possibly come up with this time of year. We 
get lots of practice putting on our rain gear 
and taking it off! Despite all our hard work we 
don’t manage to see the moose and in the late 
afternoon we have to re-cross the river and 
return to our camp. 

Glassing from our hill the next morning we 
spot a brown dot. A look through the spotting 
scope reveals a large grizzly who is quite 
obviously heading our way! We are worried 
about our camp and decide to stick around for 
now. 

It is early afternoon when Dave spots a 
moving group of caribou in the river valley. 
Against our better judgment and more due 
to boredom we decide to follow them. Our 
try ends as expected: Even trying to catch 
up to slowly moving caribou is a useless 
undertaking. Despite this knowledge we 
follow them for three hours and finally give up 
exhausted and drenched in sweat. 

Halfway home we find a promising looking 
bog and decide to spend a few minutes here, 
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lucking out with an unusual encounter: A 
cow moose comes out of the brush and starts 
browsing but nervously lifts her head after 
only a few bites and looks upriver - very 
likely our friend from this morning! A large 
male grizzly moves towards us. He is only 
300 meters away and we can judge his size 
therefore well. What will happen now? 

Stoically calm the cow moose moves across 
the bog. She stops under the first trees and 
lets the bear pass her at a distance of only 
20 meters! This unforgettable event makes 
me wonder how many animals I might have 
passed unknowingly??!! We keep watching 
the bear for a few minutes as he stands up 
repeatedly to mark his territory by scratching 
trees. 

By 7 pm we have almost reached our camp. 
We are traversing an open hillside that falls 
off towards the river on the right, when Dave 
suddenly moves to the side and points. There, 
out of the depths of the forest, gleam two giant 
moose antlers! We have no cover at all and 
even though there are about 400 m between us 
and the moose, he does seem to have spied us 
already. We immediately make a plan: leave 
the gear, and retreat calmly into the direction 
from which we came. As soon as we reach 
cover we will slide down into the forest and 
try to find the moose. The first part works out 
perfectly and we quickly reach the trees. But 
then the bush is again thicker than anticipated 
and the moose invisible. 

After a few minutes of careful stalking I 
ask Dave to try a call. Within a short time 
of Dave’s call there is movement in the 
thicket. Two giant, swaying antlers approach 
me not 50 m off. My quiet “He is coming!” 
is answered by Dave with a “No, there he 

is!” And really, on his side I see a massive 
bull moose at about 70 meters distance! I 
immediately realize that this one is a lot larger 
than the other and I pull up my gun and shoot! 
I am shooting standing, free hand, and the 
moose, hit right into heart/lungs, goes down. 
We are both way too excited to wait any 
longer and approach. The giant bull moose is 
breathing his last breath when we reach him 
and we back off a bit to allow him his last 
peace. Happiness and excitement run high. 

We have to hurry to get a few photos as the 
last light of the day is vanishing. While Dave 
starts cutting up the moose, I retrace the ca. 2 
km to our camp and retrieve some food. It is 
pitch dark and I am glad to find camp without 
searching for it. An hour later I am back 
and we start a big camp fire and eat heartily. 
Afterwards we keep working on the moose. 
The bull has to be gutted, skinned and cut into 
large pieces. We hope that the helicopter will 
be able to retrieve the moose the following 
day from a nearby opening in the trees. 
Finally, around 3 am we are done! That we 
lose the trail to camp on the way home and 
don’t arrive till 4 pm should only be noted for 
conveying the entire picture. Dead tired we 
crawl into our sleeping bags. 

The following morning I am awakened by 
my tent tarp, which is pressing onto my nose. 

What now? Outside a storm is blowing so 
hard it keeps the tents pressed to the ground. 
When we crawl out we can hardly stand up. 
We immediately realize that a moose pick up 
won’t be possible in this wind as the helicopter 
won’t be able to fly close to the trees that hold 
my moose. This means we have to get the 
entire meat, head and cape out of the trees and 
into the open. Everyone who has ever done 
this knows what it means to move about 600 
kg of meat! 

We are done in the late afternoon. The wind 
hasn’t abated much and we are sceptical if the 
helicopter will be able to come at all. We still 
prepare everything for the flight and we are 
lucky! By 7 pm we hear the chopper. Not 
long after Dave and I sit in the warm base 
camp kitchen enjoying a whiskey! Of course 
everyone in camp wants to hear our stories and 
it is a long evening of storytelling! I am dead 
tired when I crawl into bed in the comfortable 
basecamp cabin at the end of the ninth hunting 
day. Everyone who is familiar with cold, 
hard wilderness camping understands how 
wonderful this mattress feels! 

Outfitter Werner has not spotted any larger 
herds of migrating caribou yet and suggests 
staying in base camp for another day or two as 
there is a realistic chance of caribou passing 
through here. As I never had that chance at 
comfort during my first hunt, I am happy 
to accept the offer. This is a holiday of pure 
relaxation starting with a chance at proper 
body hygiene and going on to excellent food, 
many good conversations and vigorous walks. 

While enjoying lunch the next day someone 
calls from the outside: “Caribou!” We 
immediately race for the door. And really, 
on the opposite side of the river caribou are 
moving down the mountain slope like pearls 
on a necklace. It is a group of about 20 bulls 
who will most likely move on upriver. Without 
exchanging many words, Dave and I know 



what to do. We jump into our rubber boots, 
grab gun and binoculars and run as fast as we 
can along this side of the 500 m wide river 
bed. 

Our plan is relatively simple: We hope to 
ambush the caribou in a good spot. This works 
almost better than anticipated! The caribou 
decide to bed down on the far side of the river 
just as we pull even with them, which gives 
us the opportunity to find good cover and get 
into a shooting position. Keeping low we rob 
towards the steeply sloping river bank. The 
caribou are lying about 500 m from us in the 
braided riverbed. We have all the time in the 
world to take a good look and choose the best 
bull. But now the nerve wrecking starts. The 
minutes tick by and finally, after almost two 
hours, the animals get up. Our bull is the last 
one to rise! The shot hits its mark, and while 
the rest of the herd moves on the big bull stays 
back in the riverbed. 

When Dave and I approach our game we 
find a big, old bull caribou with a beautiful 
white mane, which later turns out to be a most 
special mount thanks to the taxidermist. The 
hunt was of course observed minutely by the 
entire camp crew and upon our return a party 
mood is on. As we can make use of basecamp 
equipment to take care of the caribou the work 
is over quickly. 

I am amazed at having harvested all four 
game species at the end of the 10th hunting 
day - mountain goat, Dallsheep, Alaska-Yukon 
moose and mountain caribou! No way would 
I have believed this before the hunt! I am one 
happy hunter! To top it off the prospect of a 
few more days of relaxation in base camp is 
not bad. I approach the following days slowly, 
they pass and the day of departure arrives. 
With my return to Germany at the close of 
these three weeks the absolute highlight of my 
entire hunting life ends!
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